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Abstract
Numerous studies, carried out mainly in the last 10 years have revealed that plants have the opportunity to
defend themselves against pathogens by their own diverse immune system. An immune system such as “Innate immune
system" was known before, being sent congenitally in plants, from one generation to another. More recently, it was
discovered that also exist advanced systems of plant immune system, triggered by the relationship between leaf surfaces
and various bacterial associations or other pathogens (MAMPs) and that also exist identification systems type PRRs
which mediate a base defense response. In this paper are presented different models of reception, recognition and
signalization of pathogens and different methods of plant response. Overall, plant response is a genetic one, in which is
involved the plant kernel through the resistance genes, (Ri, R1 , R2 ,.., Rn), which when needed expresses the necessaryproteins for the rejection of the attack, on possible natural boundaries. Increasing these limits belongs to the creator of
varieties, who can obtain thus more resistant varieties to the attack of some pathogens that are hard to control by
classical chemical means.
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1. Introduction
It is a congenital system, innate or primary,
also known as non-specific immune system or as
first line of defense (Wikipedia English). It includes
cells systems and mechanisms that defend the host
from the infection with pathogens in a nonspecific
manner. It is assumed, in this way that innate cells
of the defense system, recognize and respond to
pathogens in a generic way. In contrast to the
adaptive immune system, the innate system does not
provide the host long-lasting immunity and
therefore, only a short-term protection.
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The system is present in all organisms life’s,
from plants to animals, and consists an important
mechanism to increase the resistance of varieties to
the attack of pathogens fungi, bacteria, viruses,
often in connection with climatic changes.
Innate immune system is thought by Mother
Nature as a primary strategy, older in terms of
evolution, and that is why it is the dominant immune
system at plants, fungi, insects and primitive
multicellular organisms [12].
The main features of this system consist of:
 the production of chemical factors, including
specialized chemical mediators, called
cytokinins;
 the cascade activation of this complement
system to identify bacteria,  activate cells and
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acting as a physical and chemical barrier in
the way of infectious agents.
A scheme of primary innate immune system is
presented, by the Wikipedia author in fig. 1.
Jones et al. (2006) sustain that the emergence of
bacterium in plant life affects its growth and reproduction[7].
Plants respond to the infection by using a system with two
branches (congenital immunity) of the type shown in fg. 1.
Figure 1. Inherited primary immune system (Wikipedia, Architha Srinivasan – Cambridge University)
Through the first branch plants recognize
and respond to common molecules of some several
classes of microbes (microorganisms), including
non-pathogens. The second branch responds at
virulent pathogens, either directly or indirectly, or
by their effects upon host targets.
The emergence of pathogens on the surface
of leafs leads to the two models of behavior. The
pathogen is covered under MAMP (PAMP), where
is recognized by the PRR. Controlled by genes, it
sends signals to some sentinel cells, which, in turn,
interfere with the kernel (the brain), which directs
changings in the behavior and expression of genes.
The expression of genes results in the
formation of some very important substances,
because they block the pathogen. On this first
branch genes can express cytokines, chemo toxins
or histamines.
In the figure are shown, afterwards, the
effects of the effectiveness of these biochemical
substances. The left side of the figure applies
equally to plants and animals in the primary
protection system, while the right side (red + blue)
is specific to animals without interfering with the
adaptive immune system, which plants do not have.
These plant immune systems as well as
pathogen molecules to which they offer an answer,
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provides extraordinary insights into molecular
recognition, using cellular biology over the
biological regnum. A detailed understanding of
plant immune function will help improve crops for
food, fiber and fuel production [1].
According to de Wit primary plant immune
system recognizes bacterial microorganisms, that
are associated (MAMPs - pathogens). The
recognition is performed using identification models
of type PRRs which also mediate a base defense
response. Through the use of some effectors, plant
pathogens suppress the defense response, thus
causing the disease. This is the moment when the
secondary immune system starts functioning, by
means of which plants gained the ability to
recognize even effectors induced by pathogens. For
this, the secondary immune system uses the
resistance proteins (RPS), which mediates a strong
local defense response, and, in turn, stops the
development of the pathogen [4].
Immune responses, primary and secondary,
depend by germ lines encoded PRRs or RPS. With
the introduction of some local immune responses,
systemic immune responses are activated in turn,
preparing plants for a better resistance to subsequent
pathogen attacks. Between plants and pathogens
exists a real attack race.
 Studying the work of Bittel et al. (2007),
we find that in plant relationship “the microbial life
is manifested in complex communities, such as
those associated with plant surfaces" [2]. They are
likely of mutualistic or epiphyte nature,
(nonaggressive, neutral or helpful), but also from
potential pathogens.
Plants, in turn, express "surface receptors"
(cells groups) that are recognized by their molecular
models properties of own microbial associations
(MAMPs). MAMP responses stimulated by plants
have been studied for a long time. Recently,
however, a number of scientific reports have
provided a deeper understanding of how MAMPs
contribute to plant resistance in both basal immunity
profoundness - pre- and post-invasion. Comparative,
and  based on gene expression it was reported a
large overlap of plant responses to MAMPs -
different or as plant-microbe interactions, indicating
as well, common signaling components.
Corne et al. (2009) have developed a
simplified scheme of the plant immunity system,
shown in fig.2 [3].
Figure 2. A simplified schematic representation of plant immunity - Corne et al (2009)
a) MAMP (PAMP) activates the recognition receptors (PRR) present in the host (cascading protection occurs)
b) Virulent pathogen have triggered the effectors (ETS) - purple stars, that suppress PTI and favorites the disease (the
cell immune response is missing)
c) The plant returns and (R) genes express the formation of regulatory proteins (R) and the effectors trigger a secondary
immunity
The authors see three close directions
through which the plant immune system is triggered.
Again, this is a question of innate immunity
(developmental), not about a systemically one,
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present as a second phase at animals and humans. It
is likely to have a systemic immunity at some
plants, which we yet know little.
The PAMPs = Pathogen-Associated
Molecular Patterns, exists on the surface of leafs
which, in this case of bacteria is microbial.
Immunity is triggered even by this association once
the pathogen attacks, using pattern-recognition
receptors (PRR's) present in the host.
Receptors are activated by the resistance
genes (R). The danger is signaled to the cell, which
also provides a genetically directed immune
response. In the cases of more aggressive pathogens,
the susceptibility of pathogen attack also triggers the
cellular signaling using genetically coordinated
effectors. Initially, effectors may allow plant illness.
A new signaling leads to the formation of
resistance proteins (R), which recognize the
effectors (ETS), resulting a secondary immune
response. The cell response leads at this time, to the
rejection of the attack in natural determined limits.
But what are the resistance genes (R)?
In the simplified models, resulting from
various studies, plant immunity is determined by the
hundreds of resistance genes (R1, R2, R3, etc.),
which are found grouped in the genome (fig. 3).
Figure 3.  A simplified model for signaling plant immunity starting from the resistance genes (R1, R2, R3, etc.)
When a R protein recognizes a specific
signal produced by the pathogen it can trigger rapid
series of physiological responses to block the
pathogen development [4]. Local resistance also
results from an increase of the salicylic acid content
(SA) as a result of a systemic signal type "C", so far,
unknown. Salicylic acid is necessary and is
sufficient for the activation of genes related to
defense and of the systemic resistance at a broad
range of pathogens. NPR1, a natriuretic peptide
receptor (a smaller protein) is required for the
system for signaling salicylic acid [5].
Salicylic acid controls the translocation of
NPR1 into the nucleus by means of the transcription
factor (TF). In this way, the gene expression that
produces SA is removed. Into the kernel, NPR1
serves as a transcription factor to TGA (Tissue
transglutaminase Antibodies). NPR1 is also
designated to inactivate the SNI1 transcriptional
repressor (protein mutation). Inactivation is
necessary to avoid the NPR1 phenotype.
In the single mutant SNI1, the genes
dependent on NPR1- are specifically restored and
the changes in the color induced in the system (red
points) ware observed in the promoter (PR1) of the
defense gene. Salicylic acid (SA) is still required in
the SNI1 and SNI1NPR mutant proteins. For a
complete induction of the systemic activity are also
required signal components, including genes type
RAD51D, whose activity depends on SA, but not on
NPR1. RAD51D gene (genes) activity makes the
chromosome more accessible for transcription and
homologous recombination [9, 6].
Homologous recombination, associated with the
need for protection, can lead to the appearance of
new genes N (R 4) in the system and, at the same
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time, at new possibilities for recognizing the
pathogen.
It is necessary to discuss the case of congenital
immune complex at plants (innate), and the research
conducted by Abramovitch et al. (2006) - fig. 4 [2],
who considers that a bacterial attack on plants leads
to the reality that plant-pathogen interactions results




3. Rs (resistance proteins);
4. effectors.
PAMPs - receptor recognition models,
composed of microbial associations or lipoprotein,
flagellin, pectins, proteins or DNA, especially at
evolved species. They recognize PRR receptors,
resistance proteins and effectors. If the host plant
can recognize PAMPs or pathogen effectors, then
the resistance non-host-based or hypersensitive
response (HR) can be obtained. If the pathogen
induces variations into PAMPs to avoid their
detection or if they have enough effects to suppress
PRR or the mediated resistance of R protein, then
the disease could be observed [11].
(LRR = links, rich in leucines, NBs = location (site) of nucleotide binding)
Figure 4. The pathogen recognition method and of triggering the defense system
(Abramovitch RB et al., 2006)
Professor Paul Schulze-Lefert (Doctor Honoris
Causa) has led a practical application of particular
importance for the discovery of the structure and
functions of the microbiotic system which enters
into relationship with Arabidopsis, a weed, very
loved by geneticists [10].
We recall some knowledge elements,
necessary to be said as follows:
 Plant-microbe (bacteria) interactions are
very poorly understood. There is a cause for
this: it is axiomatic considered that these
interactions do not provide symptoms and
do not cause damages.
 One gram of soil normally contains between
108-1010 bacteria. They don’t just sit there
inactive; many species interact with roots.
 Microbial DNA fingerprints from plant
roots or from their aerial parts, reveal
bacterial communities that thrives on
surfaces or in plant tissues.
Organic carbon flows from roots promote and
stimulate the microbial decomposition which
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recycles, for root absorption, using perspiration
water flows.
Young plants eliminate 30-40% and adult plants
20% of the photosynthetic fixed carbon into the
rhizosphere as rizo deposits, so far little studied and
poorly characterized.
Using 16S RNA gene and using the pyro
sequencing method, the authors were able to
compare the bacterial communities from the soil and
Arabidopsis roots and to characterize (describe)
them. In the diversity of cultural conditions,
Arabidopsis roots are preferentially colonized by
Proteobacteria, Bacteroides and Actinobacteria.
In terms of immune protection, it might be done
according to the scheme in fig. 5 studied also on
other plants beside Arabidopsis [8, 11].
Figure 5. The non-self-perception and a signaling model through intracellular immune sensors (short scheme)
Plants protection occurs through a congenital
(innate) system, similar to those described above,
specifying that beside the MAMP surface sensors
also exist a series of immune receptors in the form
of HB -LRR proteins that give an immune response.
It follows that after a fight in the surface area,
through cascade transmitted signals, plant defense
against pests is organized at kernel level, by forming
and expressing the same resistance genes.
Polling plant immunity begins in the presence
of pathogen also involving MAMP. RPs germs seem
to be missing, but something similar takes their
place, they enter through the membrane into the
cytoplasm, then they penetrate through different
forms of protein at first through  active proteins,
afterword through repressed, reaching the kernel,
where genetically coordinated are formed both
defense genes and expressed promoters. The MLA
nucleotide spiral coil decides whether the defense
reaction is a strong one (B from fig. 5) where Cb-
MLAs remains active including in the kernel, or a
less active one, in which case MLA has suppress
itself (A from fig. 5).
In barley, MLA is partitioned, in case of the
pathogen Blumeria graminis, between the cytoplasm
and the kernel. Genetic research indicates a high
content of allelic variants at MLA heading, each
recognizing a related race, the specific effector B.
graminis.
MLA signals the resistance at the disease only
after it receives the signal that at least one host cell
has died due to the pathogen. The death report is
initiated in the cytoplasm, but signaling the disease
resistance occurs in the kernel. The recognition of
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effectors AVRA B. graminis by MLA induces
nuclear associations between receptor and
WRKY(proteins) transcription factors. These
proteins act as repressors of the base defense,
triggered by MAMP (PAMP). MLA seems to
interfere with the repression function WRKY from
the kernel, and starts rebuilding the triggered
defense - MAMP.
2.Conclusions
1. It is hard to believe that plants have an active
and observable immune system.
2. However, recent researches point out that there
are several forms of plant defense against biotic
attacks and especially against bacteria, viruses
and fungi.
3. Systems are triggered by different sensors,
consisting of association between plants and
pathogen systems, particularly bacteria (inna).
The knowledge and development of this
immune system, especially at bacterial diseases,
are as more important as the possibilities of
treatments with plant protection products are
extremely limited (see Erwinia amylovora).
Critical for the protection system are the
resistance genes (Ri, R1, R2, Rn), which are asmore numerous as the possibility to provide a
more diversified immune system is offered. We
cannot avoid the fact that the entire plant
protection coordination is done by the kernel,
especially if shallow systems are quickly
outdated.
4. Gene activation, the communication between
defense systems is done by special organic
substances, enzymes and salicylic acid, which
have gained the name of effectors.
They carry out signals, the information
between external factors and those dealing with
plant immunity induction.
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